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The adoption of active methodologies has provoked a wave of prospects for changes in the Brazilian school. In order to apply concepts of active learning methodologies related to the curriculum organization approach, whose focus is based on skills and competencies, it was designed MAES Programme, implemented in a Vocational Institute in Brazil. So, the study presents the digital tools integrated into the pedagogical practice by teacher trainers during the teacher training about active methodologies MAES and it analyzes which and how technological resources were integrated into the Trainers and Students-teachers classes. The research is justified by the need of designing methodological approaches to technology integration as an instrument for mediating active learning. The methodological assumptions adopted follow the paradigm of qualitative and descriptive research.

Objectives
The research aims to investigate how technological digital tools were integrated in the trainers practice through active strategies and analyze the pedagogical potentialities of each digital tool used for the course students.

Methodology
First, we observed the development of some classes during MAES course. In the meantime, we made the literature review. From the classes observation we 1) developed a descriptive list of the tools used, 2) constructed and applied questionnaire, 3) organized data, 4) constructed the technological onion of MAES course.

Results:
The technological onion visually presents the tools trainers integrated during MAES course are presented in picture 1:

![Picture 1. MAES Technological Onion](image1)

It was seem that google drive, facebook and blog have great potentiality for Trainers and Students Teachers. These results are shown in picture 2:

![Picture 2. Technological tools integrated in MAES](image2)

The picture 3 reveals which tools the Students Teachers used in their classes.

![Picture 3. Technological tools integrated in Students Teachers practices](image3)

Conclusion
The research enabled us to create MAES Technological Onion, formed by three layers: 1) standard tools, integrated by the teacher-trainers in order to create collaborative eportfolios of the produced material, for interaction, facilitating communication and storing support material; 2) tools potentiality, used to construct learning narratives, easy to use and with potential for use in Basic Education; 3) Pilot and test tools, used to represent which tools were studied apart and could be used in the classes for support material and dynamic classes.

It is possible to grasp the positive impact that collaboration tools offer to teaching from the use of active methodologies, provided that learning objective, methodology, assessment and learning environments. Tools that are part of the Student Teacher culture, whether for communication or entertainment, such as Facebook and WhatsApp, showed greater potential for use in Basic Education.
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